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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we consider two stochastic models for a controlled single-server M/G/1 
queueing system under a random vacation circumstance. The relevant expected costs are formu- 
lated under two control strategies and approximated by means of a familiar diffusion approximation 
method. Numerical calculations are devoted to examine the accuracy of the proposed approximation 
method. The results how that the diffusion approximation method is reasonably good for the per- 
formance valuation on the typical queueing control systems, especially, for the M/M/1 single-server 
queue. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Queueing control is one of the most important problems in the research field of Operations Re- 
search and Management Science. Especially, the optimal control policy for the M/G~1 queueing 
system with removable server can be applicable to many actual situations uch as the produc- 
tion/inventory control, the telecommunication process control, computer science, and so on. Levy 
and Yechiali [1], Heyman [2], Sobel [3], and Bell [4] studied the so-called optimal N-policy which 
activates the server when there are N customers waiting for service and deactivates the server 
when there are no customers in the system. In particular, Bell [4] investigated the N-policy 
under the expected total discounted cost criterion, which is discounted continuously by a pos- 
itive discount rate. This cost representation will be validated from any economic justification. 
However, it is noted that the exact expression of the expected total discounted cost needs the 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the service distribution function for the M/G/1 queue. Generally 
speaking, the service time can not be often identified in many practical applications. For this 
restricted problem, Kimura [5] provided a robust approximation model for determining the op- 
timal N-policy without assuming complete information on the service distribution function. In 
other words, assuming the existence of first two moments on the service distribution, he applied 
the technique of a diffusion approximation to express the expected total discounted cost for the 
queueing system with the N-policy over an infinite time horizon, which was first developed by 
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Kobayashi [6]. For a nice survey in the research area of queueing control and its relation with 
vacation models, see [7] and [8], respectively. 
On the other hand, there is a situation where the server cannot monitor continuously the 
queue for an arrival when the server is not operating. Such a situation may occur in the produc- 
tion/inventory s stem without a sensing device. It is assumed that the server scans the queue 
T(> 0) time units after the end of the last busy period. To this end, if customers are presented 
at that time, a busy period begins and the server is kept in the active state until the system 
empty. If no customers are found, a busy period of length zero occurs. In either case, the next 
scan is made T units after the end of a busy period. Heyman [9] called this plausible operating 
policy the T-policy. As proven in [9], however, notice that the long-run average cost (but with 
no discounting) under the optimal T-policy is larger than that achieved by the optimal N-policy. 
This might motivate the queueing operation without he T-policy. But, as described previously, 
the assumption on continuous monitoring seems to be seen to be too restrictive in many practical 
applications. Recently, Okamura, Dohi and Osaki [10] analyzed the M/G/1 queueing systems un- 
der the T-policy and the (N, T)-policy, and used the diffusion approximation method to calculate 
the expected total discounted costs, since exact expressions ofthe expected total discounted cost 
include the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the service distribution function. The (N, T)-policy is 
a combined operating policy consisted of both the N-policy and T-policy, and is needed some 
results on the stopped Brownian motion process (see, e.g., [11]) for approximating the expected 
total discounted cost function. 
In this paper, we propose a similar but somewhat different M/G/1 type of queueing model 
from earlier ones. Suppose that the vacation time begins when the customer's service in the 
system is finished and that it follows an arbitrary probability distribution. Two control policies, 
N-policy and T-policy, are considered. In the N-policy, the service starts at the time when N 
customers arrive for service or at the end of vacation time, whichever occurs first. In the T-policy, 
the service starts after T time units or at the end of vacation time, whichever occurs first. After 
starting the customer service, both the systems activate server and deactivate the server when 
there are no customers in the system again. These models are motivated from an intermittently 
used system with preventive maintenance (see, e.g., [12-14]). When services for all customers in 
the system are completed, the preventive maintenance is started. Although the completion time 
of preventive maintenance is random, the system has to start for service to arriving transactions 
or jobs. In fact, several on-line transaction systems around us must be operated in terms of both 
system demand and maintainability. In that sense, the stochastic models under consideration 
will provide a fundamental control method to design such systems. 
2. A QUEUEING MODEL WITH VACATION 
We consider an M/G/1 queueing system with a removable server. It is assumed that cus- 
tomers k (k = 1, 2,...  ) arrive according to a homogeneous Poisson process {A(t), t _> 0} with 
A(0) = 0 and parameter A (> 0), and their service times Sk are nonnegative i.i.d, random vari- 
ables having a distribution function B(t) with finite mean 1/# (> 0) and finite variance as (> 0). 
Define the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (L.S.T.) of the distribution function B(t) as [~(s), where s 
is a complex number. Without loss of generality, the light traffic condition is assumed, i.e., the 
traffic intensity p = A/# is less than unity, and the number of customers in the system is zero at 
time t = 0. 
In this paper, we consider two control policies, N-policy and T-policy, for an M/G/1 queue with 
a random vacation time. Suppose that the server is turned off and that the vacation time X begins 
when the all customer's service is completed inthe system. Let F(t) = Pr~X _< t) be the vacation 
time distribution, which is absolutely continuous and increasing. In the N-policy, the service 
starts at the time when N customers arrive for service or at the end of vacation time, whichever 
occurs first. Hence, the time period from the beginning of vacation to the beginning of service, 
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which is called the dormant period, is min{X, r} where v = inf{t > 0; A(t) > N I A(0) = 0}. On 
the other hand, in the T-policy, the service starts after T time units or at the end of vacation 
time, whichever occurs first. Therefore, the dormant period is rain{X, T} in this case. After 
starting the customer service, the server is turned on and continues the customer service until 
the time when the number of customers in the system becomes 0. This period is called the busy 
period. Since the arrival process is the Poisson, the system is regenerative at the beginning of the 
dormant period. Consequently, the queueing process under consideration is an ordinary renewal 
reward process, and one cycle is defined as the time interval from the beginning of a dormant 
period to the next one. The configuration of the model is depicted in Figure 1. 
Number of customers 
I-.q 
Poisson process 
L 
I 
M/G/I queueing process 
I 
Dormant period v~-~ Busy period 
l 
I 
Yl 
,~t  
Figure 1. Configuration of queueing model with removable server. 
3. EXPECTED TOTAL DISCOUNTED COST 
We formulate the expected total discounted cost over an infinite time span with discount factor 
]3 (> 0). Define the following cost parameters: 
rl: variable cost per unit time during the dormant period; 
r2: variable cost per unit time during the busy period (r2 >_ rx); 
RI: fixed cost for turning the server on; 
R2: fixed cost for turning the server off; 
h: variable holding cost per unit time per unit customer. 
Since a regenerative point is the time point that the system becomes empty, we define one cycle 
as the time period from t -- 0 to the time when the system becomes empty next. Moreover, we 
define the following notation: 
{A(t), t >_ 0}: the number of customers arrived during [0, t) (A(0) = 0); 
{S(t), t > 0}: the number of customers served uring [0, t) after starting service (S(O) -- 0); 
TD: the length of dormant period; 
TB: the length of busy period. 
Then, the expected switching cost during one cycle is 
KCf~ = E [Rle -~'° + R2e-~('°+'~)]. (1) 
Note that KCz has the same representation for both the N-policy and the T-policy. Similarly, 
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the expected running cost and the expected holding cost for one cycle are 
RC a = E rl e -at dt + r2e -a dt 
,o, 1" D 
1 
= -~ {rl + (r2 - r l )E  [e-a~°] - r2E  [e-a('°+rB)] } 
(2) 
and 
[/o _ r , = hE e-atA(t) dt jo "B e-aS(t) HC a 
respectively. Since A(t) and S(t) are, respectively, the Poisson process and the renewal process, 
we find that T O and T O --[- T B are the stopping times for the stochastic process A(t) and that rB 
is for S(t). Considering that the number of customers in the system is zero at time t = VD + ~'B, 
from Dynkin's formula [15], we have the expected holding cost 
/0 /0 HCa = h e-~tE [A(t)] dt + hE [e -a ' ° ]  e-atE [S(t)] dt 
Using the renewal functions for the processes A(t) and S(t), i.e., E[A(t)I and E[S(t)I, we obtain 
the total expected iscounted cost for one cycle as follows: 
C~ = KC a + RC# + HC a 
rl hA{  r2 - rl hv(~) } E [e_aro] 
= -f +-~ + RI + - -T -  Z (5) 
+{R~ r~ h{~/~(~)}}E[e_~(~o+.~, ] 
where u(s) is the L.S.T. of the renewal function for service process S(t), that is, 
/}(s) 
~(s) - . (6) 
1 - ~(s )  
Since the present value of a unit cost during one cycle is 
B~ = E [e-a(~+~°)], (7) 
we have the total expected iscounted cost over an infinite time span; 
Ca 
TCa = ~-"~CaB'~ = 1 - -B  a" (8) 
n=0 
Then, we recognize that the essential difference between the N-policy and the T-policy lies on 
the L.S.T. of the dormant period and the time length of one cycle. 
In the rest of this section, we derive the L.S.T. of the dormant period and the time length of 
one cycle under the N-policy and the T-policy, respectively. 
First, let us consider the N-policy. From the simple algebraic manipulation, the L.S.T. of the 
dormant period is 
[e -~°]  = E [e-arI(r_<x}] + E [e-a%~>x}] 
+ ,--, ?~ n! 
rl.mN 
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where IA is the indicator function of the set A. Now, let G(s) denote the L.S.T. of the time 
interval at which a customer leaves from the M/G/1 queue. Then, we have 
~(~) = b (s + ~-  ~(s ) ) .  (10) 
When the busy period starts with x customers in the system, the L.S.T. of the busy period is 
E [e -f~'] = G(s) x. (11) 
Therefore, the L.S.T. of the time length of one cycle is represented as 
/oc'°~1(~V(/3) ~ne-(fl+A)t {(/3 4- )ot}n dE(t) 
= n=0 \ /3+A]  n! 
o ,,=~ \/3 + ~ ) n, 
(12) 
Substituting equations (9) and (12) into (5), (7), and (8), we have the total expected iscounted 
cost CNo(N), the present value of a unit cost BN~(N) and the total expected iscounted cost 
over an infinite time span TCNo(N) as follows: 
rl hA { r2 - r l  hv(/3) } 
CN~(N)=-~+~+ Rx+ /3 /3 
X n=O ~ n[ 
+/o ~ _ _~°° ( A )Ne_(lg+A)t{(/3+A)t}ndF(t)]n, 
0 n=N 
+ R2 /3 /3 
x [ f°°°~ln=0 ~'~](A0(/3))n e-(~+a)~ {(/3 +n'A)t}ndF(t) 
and 
BN~(N)=/o°~i (AO(/3)h" e-(~+x)' {(B + A)t}" dF(t) = \ /3+~]  n! 
+ fo °° ~ (AG(/3)~g e_<t~+~) , {(/3 + A)t} n dF(t), 
(14) 
CN~(N) (15) 
TCN~(N) = 1 - BNt3(N)" 
Next, we consider the T-policy. In a fashion similar to the N-policy, the L.S.T. of the dormant 
period is 
E [e -~'°] = E [e-~rI{r_~x}] +E [e-~XI{r>x}] 
fo r (16) = e -~t dF(t) 4- e-~T-ff(T), 
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where F(.) = 1 - F(.) is the survivor function. Using the representation f G(s), the L.S.T of 
the time length of one cycle is 
/o = e-[~+~{1-~(~)}]tdF(t ) + e-[~+~{1-G(f~)}IT-F(T). 
(17) 
Substituting equations (16) and (17) into (5), (7), and (8), we have the total expected iscounted 
cost CT~(T), the present value of a unit cost BT~(T) and the total expected iscounted cost over 
an infinite time span TCT~(T) as follows: 
rl h~ { 
CT~(T) = -~ + ~ + RI + - -  
BT/3(T) = ~o T 
[:0 ] e -~t dF(t) + e-~T-F(T) 
+ (R2 Z 
+ e-[~+~{1-V(Z)}]TT(T) ] 
e-[~+~{1-V(~)}]t dF(t) + e-[~+~{1-c(~)}]TF(T), (19) 
and 
TCT~(T)= CT~(T) 
1 - BT~(T)" (20) 
In order to derive the optimal T-policy and N-policy, we have to calculate N and T which 
minimize equations (15) and (20), respectively. It is, however, difficult to derive the optimal 
policies analytically under the total expected iscounted criterion. As Kimura [5] pointed out, 
it is necessary for the actual calculation of the expected total discounted costs TCN~(N) and 
TCT~(T) to know complete information on the service time distribution B(t). This implies 
that the functional representation in equation (10) must obtained explicitly. It is, unfortunately, 
impossible to identify the exact distribution B(t) in many actual situations. Hence, the expected 
total discounted costs under consideration should be approximated by means of the diffusion 
approximation method depending only on the first two moments of B(t). In Section 5, we apply 
the diffusion approximation method to the analysis of the queueing control problems under a 
random vacation circumstance. 
4. LONG-RUN AVERAGE COST 
In this section, we derive the long-run average costs under N-policy and T-policy. Let us 
denote TCN(N) and TCT(T) as the long-run average costs under the N-policy and the T-policy, 
respectively. To formulate the long-run average costs, we use the following well-known relationship 
between the total expected iscounted cost to the long-run average cost: 
TCN (N) = lim °~. TC~N (N), 
TCT(T) = lim °~ . TC~T(T). 
(21) 
(22) 
Hence, the long-run average cost under the N-policy is 
TCN(N) = CN(N) 
BN(N)' (23) 
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where 
1 { r2p 
CN(N) = RI + R2 + -~ rl + + 1 -p  
+ ~_, Ne-~t(At)ndF(t) 
n! 
n=N+l 
dR(t) ×--k-V 
hp(l+A2a~)} [/o°° Nn~ ° (At) n ~(1 -- -~ ne -xt dF(t) 
= n!  
[ too N+i 
+h(IA(1-P/2)_ P) [J0 ~o l)e-At 
+ ~ N(N+ 1)e -~t n! 
n=N+2 
(24) 
and 
BN(N) = A( l l  P) ne -~t~dF( t )  + ~ ireS" -xt(At)nn- 7 dR(t) . (25) 
= n=N+l  
On the other hand, the long-run average cost under T-policy is, using the similar perturbation 
technique, 
TCT(T) = CT(T) (26) 
BT(T)' 
where 
and 
( r2p hp(l+A2a2)h [foT ] CT(T) = RI + R2 + rl + ~_ p + -'~(~"-~-~ ] tdF(t) + T-F(T) 
(27) 
- tdR(t) + T-F(T) . (28) ST(T) 1 - p 
Since it is difficult to obtain the optimal N-policy which minimizes equation (23) analytically, 
we have to use any numerical minimization technique such as the Newton-Raphson method. 
Here, we pay our attention to derive the optimal T-policy which minimizes equation (26). Define 
the following nonlinear function: 
r2p 
q(T)  - r l  + + hp(1 + A2o "2) 2ThA(I_ - p/2)1 BT(T) - 1 2(1-p)2 + l - -pJ  I- pCT(T). (29) 
Then we have the following. 
THEOREM. Under the T-policy, there exists a finite and unique optimal switching time T* 6 
(0, oo) which minimizes TCT(T) and it satisfies q(T*) = O. Then the minimum long-run average 
cost is 
2(1 - p) + 2T'hA - . 
PROOF. Defining the numerator of the derivative of TCT(T) with respect to T and setting 
it equal to 0 implies qT(T) = O. From equations (29), it can be seen that qT(O) < 0 and 
qT(oo) > 0. Hence, the function TCT(T) is strictly convex in T and there exists a finite and 
unique optimal switching time T* 6 (0, oc) which minimizes TCT(T). The equation q(T*) = 0 
yields equation (30). The proof is completed. | 
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5. DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION 
We approximate he arrival process for the dormant period and the M/G/1 process for the busy 
period by the diffusion processes {Wi(t); t _> 0} (i = 1, 2), respectively. Define the infinitesimal 
means ai and the diffusion parameters bi (i = 1, 2) for the diffusion processes {Wi(t); t _> 0} as 
follows: 
ai - lim E[W~(t + At) - Wi(t)lW~(t)] (31) 
At--,0 At ' 
bi --- lim Var[Wi(t+At) - W~(t)lWi(t)] (i = 1,2). (32) 
At--,0 At ' 
From the above definitions, the diffusion processes Wi(t) can be represented by the following 
stochastic differential equations: 
dWi(t) = aidt + v/'~idws(t), (i = 1, 2), (33) 
where {w,(t), t _> 0} is the standard Brownian motion. Then, the probability distribution 
functions of Wi(t) are the normal distributions with mean ait and variance bit, respectively. From 
the results of [5,10], we obtain the moment matching conditions that al = bl = A, as = A - #, 
and b2 = A + #3as, so that the arrival and the M/G/1 queueing processes can be approximated 
by 
Wl(t) ~ A(t), (0 < t < rD) (34) 
and 
Ws(t) ~. A(t + rD) -- S(t), (0 < t < TB), (35) 
respectively. 
Similar to Section 3, we obtain formally the total expected iscounted cost for one cycle as 
rl hal { RI+- -  
( r, 
+ R2 B 
rs - rl h(al - as) jE[e 
and the present value of a unit cost for one cycle as 
(36) 
(37) 
Notice that equations (36) and (37) are independent of the control methods under consideration 
and hold for the both N-policy and T-policy. Thus, we have the total expected iscounted cost 
over an infinite span as 
capp (38) TCapp = 1 - Bapp" 
Since the difference between two control policies lies on the L.S.T. of the dormant period and the 
time length of one cycle, we focus on respective quantities. 
To formulate the L.S.T. of the dormant period and the time length of one cycle, define the 
following stopping times for W1(t )  and Ws(t): 
TI(X) - - - -  inf{t ~ 0; Wl(t) > x [ WI(0) = 0} (39) 
and 
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v2(x) = inf{t _> O; W2(t) < 01 w2(o) = ~}. 
Using the well-known property on the Brownian motion process, it is easily shown that 
r x -art ]  _ r -x -a r t ]  
Pr{rl(X) > t} = @ L ~ J ~2o,=/b,~ L ~ J 
and 
(40) 
(41) 
(43) 
(44) 
(it) CASE OF THE T-POLICY. 
rD = min{T, X}, 
TB = r2 (Wt (min{T, X})). 
(45) 
(46) 
N-policy with the diffusion approximation asfollows: 
where 
and 
From preliminaries above, we have the expected total discounted cost for one cycle under the 
rt ha l{  r2 - rt h(a~T a2) } 
CNapp(N) = "~ + - -~ + R1 -'~ t~ 
J L j} 
+~-" {* L~-3J-FN-at,] ~2o,.,~,. 1%~/V? }[-a't-N] dF(,)] + {R2 r2j3 ha2j32} 
x + L  J } 
+~-(,+((ol-e),:,,)), {* L---~,~ i rN  +~'1 -~-:,",",. L-~7,~ r N +¢'1,j} dF(<)] , 
@t = 7a21 + 2~bt, (48) 
¢2 = 7a~ + 2~b2, (49) 
=-at+• a2+ a 2+2/~b2 . (50) 
The present value of a unit cost for one cycle is 
B....(N) =/L-<<<o=++=)~=>-<<:,-+,>~,)>" {,, r+,,-  ~I + o:+,-~,, r -¢ ' ' -  NI ) 
,0  L -b./~¢-j L ,~  J J (51) 
+~-(~+((<,i-e)/~b,))< ,1"¢ [N +..q ~-~'/~,,I> [ -N +~:t 1
L ~ J - L ~/~,t J} dF(t). t 
(47) 
TD m min{n(N), X}, 
rs = r2 (Wt (min{rt(N), X})). 
where ¢[.] is the standard normal distribution function. For the dormant period and the time 
length of one cycle, we have the following. 
(i) CASE OF THE N-POLiCY. 
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Hence, the expected total discounted cost for an infinite time span under the N-policy can be 
approximated by 
CNapp(N) (52) TCN~(T) ,~ TCNapp(N) = 1 - BNapp(N)" 
Next, we have the expected total discounted cost for one cycle under the T-policy, 
rl ha l{  r2-r l  h(a~2a2)}[~oT ] - -  e -~t dR(t) + e-f~T-F(T) CTapp(T) = -~ + ~ + RI + 
{ r2 ha2}[~oT ] + R2 ~ ~32 e-(~+(a~-~2)/2bl) tdR(t) + e-(~+(a~-~)/2bl)T-F(T) , 
and the present value of a unit cost for one cycle, 
T 
BTapp(T) = f e -(f~+(a~-~2)/2b')t dF( ) + e-(Z+(a~-~2)/2b')T-F(T). 
JO 
(53) 
(54) 
Therefore, the expected total discounted cost for an infinite time span under the T-policy can be 
approximated by 
TCT~(T) ,~ TCTapp(T) = CTapp(T) 1 - BTapp(T)" (55) 
6. NUMERICAL  ILLUSTRATION 
Suppose that the vacation time follows an exponential distribution with parameter 7(> 0), i.e., 
F(t) = 1 - exp{-Tt  }. Also, we assume that 
= 0.01, r l  = 1[$], ~2 = 5[$], 
R1 = 10[$], R2 = 10[$], h = 1[$], 
and service time distribution is also an exponential distribution with parameter # = 1, i.e., 
G(t) = 1 -exp{- t} .  Tables 1 and 2 present he optimal N-policy and the optimal T-policy 
under two expected cost criteria, where f~ = 0.01. From these results, it is found that for the 
long-run average cost, the N-policy is better than the T-policy from the standpoint of cost 
minimization. This result is similar to [9]. 
Table 1. Comparison of two control policies (long-run average cost). 
N-Policy 
p N* Cost 
0.1 5 22.59 
0.2 6 29.52 
0.3 7 35.42 
0.4 7 40.70 
0.5 7 45.57 
0.6 7 50.19 
0.7 7 54.90 
0.8 6 60.50 
0.9 4 71.60 
T-Policy 
T* Cost 
45.65 23.35 
29.68 30.37 
22.41 36.30 
17.84 41.60 
14.48 46.48 
11.77 51.13 
9.40 55.83 
7.16 61.45 
4.75 72.55 
Optimal Policies 
Table 2. Comparison of two control policies (expected total discounted cost). 
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N-Policy 
p N* Cost 
0.1 2 293.41 
0.2 3 405.56 
0.3 3 496.77 
0.4 3 579.45 
0.5 3 657.15 
0.6 3 735.63 
0.7 3 826.10 
0.8 3 952.65 
0.9 2 1167.40 
T-Policy 
T* Cost 
20.76 330.69 
13.53 446.16 
10.23 539.79 
8.16 622.55 
6.66 700.60 
5.46 780.40 
4.44 872.54 
3.53 999.23 
2.72 1210.74 
Next, we focus on the precision of the diffusion approximation methods proposed in Section 5. 
Numerical comparison is carried out for two examples; M/M/1 and M/D/1 queueing systems. 
The cost parameters used are the following: 
3' = 0.01, # = 1.0, ~ = 0.01, 7"1 : 1[$], 
7"2 = 5[$], R1 = 10[$], R2 = 10[$], h = 1[$]. 
The accuracy of the approximate solutions is measured by the relative error 
(approximate value) - (exact value) 
(exact value) 
x loo(%). 
Tables 3 and 4 show numerical comparisons on the N-policy. From these tables, we find that  the 
relative errors are less than one percent. Moreover, the approximated optimal policies can give 
rather closed values to the exact optimal. Hence, the diffusion approximation method is effective 
on the control of the queueing system with vacation under the N-policy. 
Finally, we give an insight for the T-policy. Table 5 and Table 6 show numerical precision for 
M/M/1 and M/D/1 queueing systems under the T-policy. We observe that  the relative error 
increases with the increasing traffic intensity p. However, in the case of p = 0.9, the relative error 
is about 0.7% in the M/D/1 queueing system. Therefore, it can be concluded that  the diffusion 
approximation have a better performance for the T-policy. 
Table 3. Diffusion approximation ofM/M/1 type of queue under the N-policy. 
Exact 
p N* Cost 
0.1 2 293.41 
0.2 3 405.56 
0.3 3 496.77 
0.4 3 579.45 
0.5 3 657.15 
0.6 3 735.63 
0.7 3 826.10 
0.8 3 952.65 
0.9 2 1167.40 
Approximate 
N • 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
Cost Error(%) 
295.34 0.6602 
406.66 0.2709 
497.46 0.1402 
579.91 0.0796 
657.44 0.0442 
735.78 0,0194 
826.10 -0.0006 
952.49 -0.0170 
1167.10 -0.0257 
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Table 4. Diffusion approximation of M/D/1 type of queue under the N-policy. 
Exact 
p N* Cost 
0.1 2 288.36 
0.2 3 394.25 
0.3 3 477.07 
0.4 3 548.69 
0.5 3 611.29 
0.6 3 668.29 
0.7 3 726.71 
0.8 3 803.91 
0.9 2 941.17 
Approximate 
N* Cost 
2 290.33 
3 395.40 
3 477.86 
3 549.32 
3 611.89 
3 668.99 
3 727.78 
3 806.12 
2 947.18 
Error(%) 
0.6826 
0.2923 
0.1664 
0.1154 
0.0971 
0.1039 
0.1475 
0.2745 
0.6383 
Table 5. Diffusion approximation of M/M/1 type of queue under the T-policy. 
Exact 
p N* Cost 
0.1 20.76 330.69 
0.2 13.53 446.16 
0.3 10.23 539.79 
0.4 8.16 622.55 
0.5 6.66 700.60 
0.6 5.46 780.40 
0.7 4.44 872.54 
0.8 3.53 999.23 
0.9 2.72 1210.74 
Approximate 
N* 
20.76 
13.53 
10.23 
8.16 
6.66 
5.46 
4.44 
3.53 
2.72 
Cost Error(%) 
330.69 0.0001 
446.17 0.0002 
539.79 0.0004 
622.55 0.0006 
700.61 0.0012 
780.42 0.0024 
872.59 0.0051 
999.35 0.0123 
1211.13 0.0319 
Table 6. Diffusion approximation of M/D~1 type of queue under the T-policy. 
Exact Approximate 
p N* Cost N* Cost Error(%) 
0.1 20.69 325.92 20.69 325.94 0.0055 
0.2 13.47 435.05 13.47 435.09 0.0108 
0.3 10.18 520.47 10.18 520.56 0.0180 
0.4 8.11 592.36 8.11 592.54 0.0290 
0.5 6.59 655.53 6.59 655.84 0.0471 
0.6 5.38 714.03 5.38 714.60 0.0800 
0.7 4.33 774.10 4.33 775.24 0.1467 
0.8 3.38 850.62 3.38 853.18 0.3010 
0.9 2.48 989.43 2.49 996.24 0.6885 
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